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One summer Stan moved to a  

new neighborhood.  

Stan liked his new house. 

But he missed his old friend, Bill.
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Stan was lonely.  

But his new tree made him happy.
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Mrs. Long lived next door to Stan.  

She went to work every day.
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One morning Stan saw Mrs. Long 

at the bus stop. 

Stan wanted to say something.  

But Stan was shy.
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So Stan stayed by his tree 

all summer.
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He liked to sit by his tree. 

He liked to read under his tree.
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One day the wind turned cold.  

The leaves changed colors. 

“My tree looks sick!” said Stan.
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Stan didn’t know what to do!
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Stan tried to save his tree.  

He gave it water.
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He read it stories.  

He sang it songs.  

But Stan’s tree still lost every leaf.
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“Please help me, Mrs. Long!”  

said Stan. 

“My tree is sick.”
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“Your tree is not sick,”  

said Mrs. Long. 

“Leaves change colors and fall off  

in the winter.  

Your tree will grow new leaves  

in the spring.”
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The wind got even colder. 

Snow fell on Stan’s tree.
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When spring came, Stan was 

very happy. 

His tree grew new leaves.
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And he made a new friend 

who he liked very much.

         



Stan really loves his tree and gets worried when 
it loses its leaves. Will Stan’s tree be okay?
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